ABSTRACT. We consider fold point behavior for nonlinear eigenvalue problems of the form Aito + XQF(UO,P) = 0, x e D; d u uo + buo = 0, x e dD.
Introduction
We consider fold point behavior for nonlinear eigenvalue problems of the form
AUO + \QF(UO 1 0) = O, XGD,
(1.1a) dviio + buo = 0, x e dD, (1.1b)
a = u^dx. (l-lc)
Here b is a positive constant, AQ is the nonlinear eigenvalue parameter, /? is a positive parameter, D is a bounded two-or three-dimensional domain, and d^ is the outward normal to dD. The nonlinearity F(u, /3 ) is taken to be such that for fixed /? in some neighborhood of the origin, multiple solutions to (1.1) occur for some range of AQ. More specifically, we assume that when (3 satisfies 0 < /? < /?o, the graph of a versus AQ is multiple-valued and has at least two simple fold points. We assume that this solution branch can be parameterized as a, l3) and AQ = Ao(a,/3). As /? tends to the critical value fo = A)(&), two simple fold points are assumed to coalesce producing a higher-order cubic fold point. In circular cylindrical or spherical domains, the radially symmetric solution branch associated with the combustion nonlinearity F{u^j3) = exp[ii/(l + flu)] leads to a response diagram with these types of qualitative properties (cf. [3] , [4] , [5] ). In the combustion context, this form of F is the Arrhenius heating term and ^o is the temperature of an exothermically active solid material in the absence of reactant consumption. Moreover, b is the dimensionless Biot number, (3 > 0 is the dimensionless activation energy parameter and AQ is the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter (cf. [6] ). For this form of F, the behavior of radially symmetric solutions to (1.1) has been extensively studied in circular cylindrical and spherical geometries. For these geometries, it is well-known that a /?o exists such that when /? < /?o, multiple solutions to (1.1) can occur for some range of AQ (cf. [3] , [4] , [5] ). Alternatively, when (3 > /?o, solutions to (1.1) exist and are unique for all AQ > 0. When 0 < 0 < (3o, the response diagram a versus AQ for a circular cylindrical domain is S-shaped with two simple (or quadratic) fold points at AQ-= Ao(a_,/3) and Ao+ = Ao(a+,/3). The determination of the critical value Ao+, which connects the lower and middle branches of the response diagram, is important in reactor design in that as AQ increases past Ao+, a dramatic rise in the temperature will occur (i.e., a thermal explosion). In contrast, the response diagram a versus AQ for a spherical domain has many simple fold points when (3 is small (cf. [3] ). However, when f3 is sufficiently close to /JQ the response diagram for a spherical domain has the same S-shaped form as that for a circular cylindrical domain (see Figure 1) .
Thus, for circular cylindrical and spherical geometries, criticality is lost as /3 approaches Po through the coalescence of two simple fold points producing a cubic fold point when (3 = /3Q. We denote the values of a and AQ at this cubic fold point by c^o and A c o = Ao(aoj A))-The values ceo, (3o, and A c o are then referred to as the unperturbed cubic fold point parameters. For the combustion nonlinearity, these parameters have been computed numerically for circular cylindrical and spherical geometries over a wide range of Biot number b (cf. [9] , [5] , [7] , [4] ).
For classes of nonlinearity F(u,P) where (1.1) admits multiple solutions, there have been some recent studies (cf. [1] , [11] , [13] , [14] , [16] ) devoted to characterizing the sensitivity of a simple fold point to various classes of perturbations of (1.1). Specifically, for various perturbed forms of (1.1), asymptotic expansions for the location of the perturbed simple fold point have been derived. When applied to the combustion nonlinearity F(u,f3) = exp [u/(l + (Su) ], these expansions quantify the change in the conditions for the onset of thermal runaway as a result of perturbations in the domain geometry or non-uniform temperature perturbations maintained on the boundary of the domain. For the case F = e n , the conditions for the onset of thermal runaway in a nearly circular domain were determined in [1] . These results were extended in [13] to allow for a large class of nonlinearities. In [13] , the effect on a simple fold point of a temperature perturbation maintained on the boundary of a circular cylindrical domain was also considered. Simple fold point behavior associated with removing a small arbitrarily shaped hole from a two-or three-dimensional domain was analyzed in [13] and [16] . A similar problem was considered in [11] for a concentric circular cylindrical geometry. Our goal in this paper is to extend this previous work on perturbations of simple fold points in order to determine the sensitivity of the location of a cubic fold point for (1.1) to various classes of perturbations. In particular, we analyze the effect on the cubic fold point of a perturbation in the boundary condition that is maintained on the boundary of a circular cylindrical or a spherical domain. We also consider the effect of both regular and singular perturbations of the domain geometry. Specifically, we analyze the case of a small distortion of the boundary of a circular cylindrical domain and the case of the removal of a small sub domain from an arbitrary two-or three-dimensional domain with a condition imposed on the boundary of the resulting hole. For each class of perturbation, we use asymptotic and bifurcation methods to construct asymptotic expansions for the location of the perturbed cubic fold point in terms of a small parameter e measuring the size of the perturbation. A key feature of the analysis is that very similar methods can be used to treat the diverse classes of perturbed problems. The significance of the asymptotic results for the perturbed cubic fold point is that they can provide the first step in characterizing, at least locally, the alteration of the boundary in the (A, /?) parameter space that separates regions where (1.1) has multiple solutions from regions where (1.1) has unique solutions.
For problems where the unperturbed domain is a circular cylinder or a sphere, we will formulate a method to evaluate certain coefficients in the asymptotic expansions of the cubic fold point parameters. This method requires the numerical solution of an extended system of boundary-value problems subject to side constraints. The method then is used to evaluate the coefficients numerically for the combustion nonlinearity
Although our results are illustrated only for this form of F, we emphasize that the asymptotic expansions for the cubic fold point parameters and the numerical method used to evaluate the coefficients in these expansions applies to an arbitrary F associated with cubic fold point behavior.
Some previous work on cubic fold point behavior in singularly perturbed domains is that of Lange and Weinitschke [11] . They considered the special case of a concentric circular cylindrical geometry with u -0 on the small inner radius e. For this geometry, they showed that the parameters defining the perturbed cubic fold point have asymptotic expansions in powers of -1/loge. For the combustion nonlinearity F(u,/3) = exp[w/(l + /3u)], they also gave numerical values for the first three terms in the logarithmic series for the cubic fold point parameters. We will extend this previous result to the case of a small hole of arbitrary shape centered at the origin with a more general condition imposed on the boundary of the hole. For this problem, the perturbed cubic fold point parameters have infinite-order logarithmic expansions in powers of -l/log[ed], where d is a constant determined by the hole geometry and the boundary condition on the hole. We then formulate a numerical method to sum these infinite logarithmic series and we illustrate the method for the combustion nonlinearity. A related method was formulated and used in [15] to sum a similar logarithmic series for the location of a simple fold point for (1.1a) in the same singularly perturbed geometry. We remark that infinite-order logarithmic expansions also occur for some singularly perturbed linear eigenvalue problems (cf. [15] ) and in certain low Reynolds number fluid flow problems (cf. [8] , [12] ). The previous results of [11] for the cubic fold point location are also extended to the case where the small hole is off-center and has arbitrary shape. For this geometry, we derive a two-term expansion for the perturbed cubic fold point parameters. Similar results also are obtained for the three-dimensional case.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2 and §3, we analyze the effect of a perturbation in the boundary condition maintained on the boundary of a circular cylindrical or a spherical domain. In §4, we consider the effect of a small distortion of a circular cylindrical domain. In §5, we analyze the effect of a singular domain variation in which a small subdomain is removed from an arbitrary two-or three-dimensional domain. The results of §5 are then applied in §6 to circular cylindrical or spherical domains containing a small hole. For a cylindrical domain containing a small but arbitrarily shaped hole centered at the origin, in §6.2 we give a hybrid asymptotic-numerical method to sum the logarithmic expansions that define the cubic fold point. The analytical results of §3, §4, and §6 are illustrated for the combustion nonlinearity. For this form of F and for concentric spherical or circular cylindrical domains with small inner radius e, in §6 we compare the asymptotic results for the location of the cubic fold point with full numerical results.
Small temperature variation on the boundary
The perturbed problem in dimensions m = 2,3 is formulated as
where D is a bounded domain in R m . The function eh(s) represents the effect of a small specified external temperature perturbation and s G S C R 171-1 is a parameterization of dD. We assume that we can write the solutions to (2.1) in the parametric form u (x, a, /?, e) 
Similarly, equating coefficients of e 2 gives the following problem for U2:
Here we have defined F 0 = F(uo,P), F® = F u (uo,f3) , etc. The conditions (2.3c) and (2.4c) determine Ai and A2 uniquely away from points where the homogeneous version of (2.3a,b) has a non-trivial solution. At simple or cubic fold points the conditions (2.3c), (2.4c) serve only to specify the corrections ui uniquely, and the Ai are found by imposing solvability conditions on (2.3a,b), (2.4a,b).
The cubic fold point parameters for the perturbed problem (2.1) are denoted by a c (e), /3 c (e), and A c (e) = A(a c (e),/? c (e), e). We assume that a c (e) and P c (e) can be expanded as
The equations for ai and fa are found from the requirement that Aa(a c (e),/3 c (e),e) =0, A c , a (a c (e),/3 c (e), e) =0. (2.6) Substituting (2.5), (2.2b) in (2.6), and expanding for e <C 1, we then set the coefficients of e and e 2 to zero to obtain the following equations for ai, fa, and fa: 
Small temperature variation: circular cylindrical or spherical reactor
We now let D be a ball domain of radius unity in R™ with m = 2,3. We parameterize the temperature perturbation h(s) as h(6) when m = 2 and h(0, (j)) when m = 3. Here # and 0 are the circumferential and the polar angle, respectively. Since UQ is assumed to be radially symmetric, the result (2.21) can be simplified as follows. 
In (3.1a,b) the primes denote derivatives with respect to r, the angle brackets (u,v) are defined by (u,v) = J 0 uvr rn~1 dr, and the average temperature perturbation h is given by
h=-/ h(e,(l>)sm<t)d^d0, (m = 3). To determine numerical values for /JJ and A*!, we use the extended system obtained from (1.1), (2.10), and (2.11). For the ball domain, this system can be written in 0 < r < 1 as
Luo a + XoF^uoa = -AoaF 0 , (3.3b)
Here the operator L is defined by Lu = r 1~rn (r m~1 u f y. The boundary conditions for (3.3) are
To complete the formulation of the extended system, we adjoin to (3.3)-(3.4) the defining relation (1.1c) for a. For this geometry, (1.1c) becomes a = 2 m_1 7r/ 0 ulr 771-1 dr, for m = 2 or m = 3. This system then is solved numerically using the collocation package COLSYS (see [2] ). Since the solution is parameterized by a rather than AQ, no sophisticated methods to compute past fold points are needed.
Numerical computations for F(u,P) = exp[u/(l + Pu)].
For a spherical domain, plots of a versus AQ for various values of /?, with P near PQ and with b = oo, are shown in Figure 1 . From this figure, we note that as P approaches /3o, the two simple fold points coalesce into a higher-order fold point. A similar situation occurs for a circular cylindrical domain. To determine the unperturbed cubic fold point parameters ao, A)> ail d A c o, we solve (3.3), (3.4) subject to the side conditions Aoa = Aoaa = 0. A Newton iteration scheme is used to enforce these conditions. To determine numerical values for the correction terms /?£ and A*^ defined in (3.1), the inner product integrals appearing there are evaluated at ao, Po using a simple quadrature rule. In Table la , we give numerical values for Po, A c o, Pi, and X^ at various Biot numbers b when m = 2. In Table lb we give corresponding results when m = 3. From these tables we conclude that /JJ 8 is an increasing function of the Biot number whereas X^ is a decreasing function of the Biot number. The fact that both of these quantities are negative is reasonable on physical grounds. The data in Tables la,b indicate that the ratio A^/Aco is roughly constant over a wide range of Biot number b. Therefore, we write the expansion for A c (e) in the form
(3.5)
Numerical evidence suggests that the function /i, which depends on b and on ra, satisfies the following inequalities over the range .25 < b < oo:
.5000 </i(6) < .5158, (m = 2), .5000 </i0) < .5224, (m = 3). Substituting (3.8) into (2.3a), we obtain the following equations for w n , v n in 0 <r < 1:
Upon differentiating (3.9) with respect to a and evaluating the resulting expressions at ao? A)? we find
The boundary conditions for (3.9) are
Here the operator L n is defined by L n v = r~1(rv r ) r -r~2n 2 v, and the constants c n , d n are the Fourier coefficients of h(9), given by
When ft = Co = 0, we find from (2.13) and (2.14) that Ai = Xi a = 0 at ao, PoSince Ai = 0, the solution t^o to (3.9a) at ao, fio is an arbitrary multiple of UQ a . Then the condition (2.3c) enforces that WQ = 0. Thus, substituting (3.8) with WQ = 0 into (2.25), we obtain that Ai aa = 0. Finally, from (2.7a) we conclude that ai = 0 at ao, Po-Since /3i -OL\ = A c i = 0 at ao, Po, we must proceed further to obtain the first non-vanishing correction to the unperturbed cubic fold point values.
Since Pi -a\ = 0, we note from (2.5), (2.7b), (2.8), and (2.9) that the second-order corrections P2 and A C 2 can be evaluated after determining A2 and \2 a at ao, PQ. TO determine A2, we apply Green's theorem to (2.4a,b) and (2.10) to obtain
(3.12)
Setting Ai = 0 in (3.12), and evaluating (3.12) at ao, Po, determines A2 as
To determine A2Q:, we first differentiate (3.12) with respect to a. Then, evaluating the resulting expression at ao, Po where Aoa = Aoaa -Ai = Ai a = 0, we find
Finally, substituting the form (3.8) for m into (3.13) and (3.14), and setting u>o = 0, we obtain
Using (3.15) in (2.7b) and (2.9) determines P2 and A C 2. We summarize our results for this special case in the following statement. (3.16b) 
Numerical Computations for F(u, (3) = exp[u/(l + 0u)].
We now determine numerical values for 02 and A C 2 in the special case when h(0) = c n cos(n0) where n is a positive integer. Using the numerical solution to the extended system (3.3)-(3.4), we solve (3.9)-(3.10) using COLSYS to obtain w n and w na at ao, fa, for various integers n. Then to determine fa and A C 2 defined in (3.16), the inner product integrals appearing in (3.15a,b) are evaluated by a numerical quadrature. Setting c n = 1, in Tables 2a and 2b we give numerical values for A C 2 and #2, respectively, for various Biot numbers and integers n. If c n ^ 1, the entries in these tables should be multiplied by c^. From Table 2a we observe that A C 2 is a decreasing function of b for fixed n and is an increasing function of n for fixed b. A similar qualitative dependence of fa on n and on b is observed from Table 2b . The data in Table la and Tables 2a,b can be combined to write explicit two-term expansions for A c (e) and /? c (e) for the values of b and n shown.
Spherical domain:
form h = 0. In a spherical domain, (2.3) has a solution of the ui(r,M) = 5i EwnMMM), (3.17)
where Yi n ((f),0) are the usual spherical harmonics. The unknown functions pzn(^), which depend on a and /3, are to be determined.
Substituting (3.17) into (2.3a,b), and using the fact that Yi n are orthonormal, we find that pi n satisfies
In (3.18a), the operator Li is defined by Liv = r~2(r 2 v , y -l(l-\-l)r~2v and the primes denote derivatives with respect to r. The complex constants c/ n are the coefficients in the spherical harmonic expansion of h (9, (j) Here the * denotes complex conjugation. To determine the equation satisfied by Pinai we differentiate (3.18) with respect to a, which yields the following problem for 0 <r < 1:
Since ft, and hence ui, are real-valued functions, then ci n = (-l) n c z *_ n and pi n (r) = (-l) n £>*_ n (r). Thus Qo and pio(r) are real quantities.
When ft = 0, then CQO = 0 and so it follows that Ai = Ai a = Xi aa = 0 at c^o, 0o-The condition (2.3c) then enforces that poo(r) = Pooa(r) = 0 at ao ? /?o-When ft = 0 the expansions of the cubic fold point parameters P c (e) and A c (e) are given in (3.16). The terms A2 and A2Q:, evaluated at ao, fo, which appear in (3.16) are given in (3.13) and (3.14), respectively.
Let </>z(r) denote the solution to (3.18a) for I > 1 which satisfies the boundary condition 0J(1) + 6^(1) = b. In terms of <^, we have that pi n = cinfy andp/ nQ; = c/ n 0/ a at CKQ, Po• Then substituting (3.17) into (3.13) and (3.14), we obtain the following expressions for A2 and A2a at ao, PQ Tables 3a and 3b , respectively. By multiplying the entries in these tables by appropriate constants and using the results in Table lb , we can obtain numerical values for the coefficients in the two-term expansions for A c (e) and /3 c (e) that correspond to an arbitrary temperature perturbation with zero mean.
TABLE 3a. Temperature perturbation: A C 2 for a spherical domain witlih(0,0)=Y,o(0,0). 
Here we have defined h = (27r) _1 / 0 ^ /i(0) d^.
The expansions of the cubic fold point parameters /? c (e) and A c (e) are given in (2.5) and (2.8), respectively. The coefficients /3i and A c i in these expansions are defined in (2.7a) and (2.9). We now determine /?i and A c i in terms of UQ and h(9) .
To determine Ai at c^o, /?o 5 we first apply Green's theorem to (2.10) and (4.3a,b), which yields Here A0/3 and Aoa/3 are given in (2.17) and (2.18). In a similar way, we can determine ai defined in (2.7a). We summarize our results so far in the following statement. We now consider the case where h -0. When h = 0, it follows from (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) that Ai = Xi a = pi = A c i = 0. A simple calculation also shows that ai = 0. Thus, we must proceed further to obtain the first non-vanishing corrections to the unperturbed cubic fold point parameters.
When h = 0, the expansions of A c (e) and /3 c (e) have the form given in (3.16a,b). To determine fa and A C 2, at ao, /3O, which are defined in (3.16), we must evaluate A2 and \2a' To determine A2, we apply Green's identity to (4.4) and (2.10), which yields To determine A2a, we first differentiate (4.10) with respect to a. Then evaluating the resulting expression at ao, A), where Ai = Ai a = AQQ: = Xoaa -0, we obtain
Using (4.11) and (4.12) in (3.16a,b) determines fa and A C 2. We now determine fa and A C 2 in the special case where h{6) = c n cos(n6) for some positive integer n. In this case, the unique solution ui to (4.3) has the form ui(r,6) = c n w n (r) cos(n6) where w n (r) satisfies LnWn + ^oF°w n = 0, 0 < r < 1,
The operator L n is defined following (3.10). By differentiating (4.13) with respect to a, we obtain the following equation for w na at c^o, Po : L n w na + \oF®w na = -\oF°uuo a Wni 0 < r < 1, (4.14)
Setting ui = c n w n (r) cos(n#) in (4.11) and (4.12), we obtain A similar expression, which we omit, can be written for T2 a . We summarize the results for this special case as in the following statement. 
Numerical computations for F(u,(3) = exp[zz/(l + fiu)].
To determine numerical values for A2 and A2a at ao, /?o for n > 1 we first compute the numerical solution to the extended system (3.3), (3.4) at ao, /?o using the method described following (3.4). Then COLSYS is used to solve (4.13) and (4.14) for w n and w nOL . Next, the inner product integrals in (4.15) and (4.16) are evaluated using a numerical quadrature and thus fa and A C 2, defined in (4.18), are determined. For c n = 1, in Table 4a we give numerical values for A C 2 for various Biot numbers and integers n. In Table 4b we give corresponding results for fa. If c n / 1, the entries in these tables should be multiplied by c 2 . The data in Table la and Tables 4a,b can be combined to write explicit two-term expansions for A c (e) and fa(e).
From Table 4a we observe that for fixed 6, A C 2 is an increasing function of n while for fixed n > 1, A C 2 is an increasing function of b. For n = 1, A C 2 is a decreasing function of b. Similar trends were found in [13] for the case of a simple fold point. As a partial check on the numerical results for A C 2, a similar calculation to that given following (3.6) shows that A c2 46(1 -n 2 /2)e-2 as b -► 0. When b = .25, this limiting result is in close agreement with the numerical results given in the last row of Table 4a .
From Table 4b we observe that for fixed 6, fa is a decreasing function of n. As a function of b for fixed n, 02 first decreases with increasing 6, then it increases for a while until it eventually starts decreasing again when b is sufficiently large. This trend has been confirmed by evaluating fa for other Biot numbers than those shown b n = l n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 
. Boundary perturbation: /^ for a circular cylindrical domain with h(6) = cos(n#).
in Table 4b . However, a qualitative explanation for this non-monotone behavior is lacking. As a check on the numerical results for /?2, A C 2, we note that in the special case when n = 1, the solutions to (4.13) and (4.14) are simply wi = -uo r and wi a --UQ ar . Then we can simplify (4.15) and (4.16) by using the following identity which holds at ao, Po:
Setting wi = -Uor in (4.15)-(4.17), and using (4.19) and (3.3a), we obtain at QQ, fio that
~2 r (uQ rr (l)uo a (l) -uo ar (i)uo r (i)) \ -

C1
A2a --T (F^Uo a ) (uo rr (i)uo a (i) -uo ar (l)uo r (l))
(F^Uoa) 
Interior domain perturbations
Consider the following perturbed problem resulting from removing a small hole D e from a bounded domain D C i2 m :
Au + \F(u,0) = O, xeD\D e , (5.1a) In contrast to the regular perturbation problems considered in §2-4, we note that (5.1) is a singularly perturbed problem. Thus, for e <^ 1, the solution u to (5.1) is constructed using singular perturbation methods. We represent u by two different expansions for e <C 1, an 'inner' expansion for x near XQ and an 'outer' expansion for x far from XQ.
We expand A in terms of the unknown gauge functions z/j(e) as In the outer region, away from the hole, we expand the solution as Equations for the higher-order inner corrections can be obtained in a similar way. The inner and outer expansions must be asymptotically equal in some overlap domain within which y is large and X -XQ is small. Omitting the dependence of u and v on a and /?, we write the matching condition as
u(x,a,P,e) = uo(x,a,P) + i/i(e)ui(x,a,/3) + i/2(e)u2(x,a,P)
To derive expressions for the coefficients in the asymptotic expansions of the cubic fold point parameters, we proceed as in §2. Retaining only the leading-order correction terms, we find where P^-is the polarizability tensor of .Di and Ai is the area of Di.
Pc(e) ={3o + vi(e)Pi
Using (5.12a,b) in the matching condition (5.8), we find ^i(e) = e 2 and that ui has the following singular behavior as x -► XQ:
To match the as yet unaccounted for term of order 0(e 2 loge) in (5.8), we must insert the switchback term E(e 2 log e) into the inner expansion (see [10] for a general discussion of switchback terms). We now determine Ai and AIQ, at ao, PQ from the solution to (5.4), (5.14). To determine Ai, we apply Green's identity to (5.4) Here the constant E, defined in (5.13), is to be evaluated at ao, A)-Then substituting (5.17) in (5.9), we obtain a two-term expansion for p c (e) and A c (e) which we summarize as follows. We note that we can simplify (5.23) when ft = e/^o, where K,Q is independent of e. In the limit ft -► 0, we apply the divergence theorem to (5.7) and (5.19) to derive log[d(ft)] ~ -27r/I/ift, where Li is the length of dDi. Then with ft = efto, the leading-order corrections to the unperturbed cubic fold point parameters are found by replacing (-l/log[ed(ft)]) in (5.23) by eLiKo/2'ir.
When F is sufficiently smooth and ft > 0, the result (5.23) can be extended to higher-order in powers of (-l/log[e<i(ft)]). By following a similar procedure as in [15] , where the case of a simple fold point was considered, it can be shown that the expansions of (3 c (e) and A c (e) start with infinite series in powers of (-l/log[ed(ft)]). These expansions have the form where the coefficients pi and A c ; are independent of e, of ft, and of the shape of the holeDi.
Three dimensions.
We first treat the case where ft = 0 in (5.1c). This case is very similar to the corresponding case in two dimensions and so we omit most of the details. In the inner region, we expand the solution as v = uo(xo) + evi + e 2 V2 H , where vi and V2 satisfy (5.10a,b), (5.11). From [14] the far field behaviors of vi and V21 in analogy with (5.12a,b), are
(5.25b)
The constant E is given in terms of the volume Vi of Di by Here the constant E, defined in (5.26), is to be evaluated at ceo, Po-Using (5.28) in (5.9), we obtain a two-term expansion for /3 c (e) and A c (e) which we summarize as follows. Here C(K) is a constant depending on K and the shape of the domain Di. When K = oo, C(oo) is the capacitance of Di, Matching the terms in (5.8), we find that /io(e) = 1, vo{y) -uo(xo)v(y), and ^i(e) = e. Moreover, ui has the singular form
The problem for ui and Ai is given by (5.4) and (5.31). We now determine Ai and AIQ, at ao, PO from (5.15a,b), where Z) a is a small sphere of radius a centered at XQ. Substituting (5.31) into (5.15a,b), we find at ceo, Po that . * ^o(xo)^o a (xo) (^u,lt0a)
Then substituting (5.33) in (5.9), we obtain a two-term expansion for p c {e) and A c (e) which we summarize as follows. The expansions in (5.34) can be simplified as K, -> 0 by using C(K) ~ SIKQ/ATT, where 5i is the surface area of dDi. Thus, if K = €KQ with KQ independent of e, the leading-order corrections to the cubic fold point parameters are found by replacing eCfa) in (5.34) with e 2 5i^o/47r.
Comparison of asymptotic and numerical results for interior perturbations
We now show how to evaluate the coefficients in the asymptotic expansions of A c (e) and /?c(e), given in Propositions 5.1-5.4, for a circular cylindrical domain or a spherical domain, each of radius one, containing a small hole. The hole, which may be either cooling (ft > 0) or insulating (ft = 0), is located at a distance ro (with 0 < ro < 1) from the origin. The coefficients in the expansions for A c (e) and /? c (e) depend on quantities associated with the unperturbed solution at ao, /3o. We consider unperturbed solutions UQ that are radially symmetric in the circular cylindrical or spherical geometry. Thus, in Propositions 5.1-5.4 we replace UQ{X) by UQ(r) and no(^o) by 'Uo(^o)-Here iio(r) is computed numerically from (3.3)-(3.4). The asymptotic results also depend on various constants that are associated with the hole geometry and the boundary condition for u on the hole. In the two-dimensional case, we must determine <i(ft) and the tensor P^-, defined from (5.7), (5.19) and (5.10a), (5.12a), respectively. If D\ is a circle of radius a, then <i(ft) = aexp[-1/fta] and Pij = a 2 6ij. If Di is an ellipse with semi-axes a and a -1 , then d(oo) = (a + a -1 )/2. Numerical values for d(/c) for other hole shapes were computed previously in [15] and the results are summarized in Appendix A. In the three-dimensional case, we must determine C(ft), defined from (5.7), (5.30), and the tensor Pij, defined from (5.10a), (5.25a). If Di is a sphere of radius a, then C(ft) = aft/(l + aft) and P^ = a 3 6ij/2. The capacitance C(oo) also is known explicitly when Di is an ellipsoid.
In the limiting cases of concentric circular cylinders or concentric spheres, the asymptotic results for A c (e) and /? c (e) will be compared with corresponding numerical results obtained from the full problem (5.1). In both cases, the inner radius is taken to be e. For these geometries, the cubic fold point parameters A c (e) and /3 c (e) for the full perturbed problem are determined from the numerical solution to
To locate the cubic fold point for (6.1), we proceed by writing the extended system for (6.1) in analogy with (3.3). This system is solved numerically using COLSYS with care taken to resolve the boundary layer near r -e. For fixed e, the cubic fold point parameters A c (e) and /? c (e) are determined by appending the side conditions Aa = A aa = 0 to the extended system. Then using a simple continuation in e the curves A c (e) and /3 c (e) are obtained. For illustration purposes, the computations below are done for the combustion form F(u,f3) = exp [u/(l + /3u) 6.1. Two dimensions: circular cylindrical domain. In the case of an insulating rod (K = 0), the expansions of A c (e) and /3 c (e) are given in Proposition 5.1, where the coefficients A c i and Pi are given in (5.17). In order to evaluate these coefficients numerically, we will consider only insulating rods of circular cross-section and radius e for which P,. Ulj. In the case of a cooling rod (K > 0), the expansions of A c (e) and /? c (e) are given in Proposition 5.2, where the coefficients A c i and /3i are given in (5.22). These coefficients are independent of K and of the shape of the cross-section of the rod.
When b = oo, in Table 5a we give numerical values for A c i and /?i for a cooling rod and for an insulating rod of circular cross-section located at various distances ro from the origin. When ro = 0, in Table 5b we give numerical values, at various Biot numbers, for A c i and /?i for cooling rods and for insulating rods of circular cross-section. By combining the results in Table la and Tables 5a,b , and by using the numerical values for d(/c) given in Appendix A, the coefficients in the two-term expansions for A c (e) and /3 C (e) are known for various ft, &, and hole shapes.
Suppose that an insulating rod of circular cross-section is centered at the origin. Then for b = oo, in Table 6 we compare the two-term asymptotic result (5.18) for A c (e) and /3 c (e) with corresponding numerical results obtained from the full problem (6.1). From this origin with K; = oo. Then when b = oo, a three-term expansion for A c (€) and /3 c (e) was given previously in Lange and Weinitschke [11] . For this special geometry, they showed, using a different asymptotic method from that given in §5, that
Note, from Table 5b , we have obtained the slightly different result A c i = 4.0299. This very minor discrepancy is probably a result of a small error, of unknown origin, in numerically computing A c i. By adapting the analysis in [15] , where the case of a simple fold point was analyzed, it can be shown that the expansions of A c (e) and /3 c (e) for a cooling rod of arbitrary cross-section, with K > 0, start with infinite logarithmic series of the form given in (5.24). The coefficients X C i and Pi, for i > 1, in these series are independent of e, of ft, and of the shape of the cross-section of the cooling rod. Therefore, by replacing e by e<i(ft) in (6.2), the three-term results of [11] also apply when a cooling rod of arbitrary cross-section, with ft > 0, is centered at the origin. For this geometry, we now show how to obtain even further terms in the expansions of A c (e) and /? c (e).
Two dimensions: summing the logarithmic series.
Suppose that a cooling rod of arbitrary cross-section, with ft > 0, is centered at the origin of a circular cylindrical domain. We now formulate a certain related problem whose solutions are asymptotic to the sum of the logarithmic series for A c (e) and /3 c (e) written in (5.24). The method we use to sum these logarithmic series is very closely related to the method used in [15] to sum a similar series resulting from an expansion of a simple fold point. We begin by defining X*(z) and P*(z) as functions asymptotic to the sum of the terms written explicitly on the right side of (5.24), namely
Here the parameter z is defined by z = ed(ft). The key observation, derived by formally extending the analysis in §5 to infinite-order in powers of -l/log[e<i(ft)], is that X*(z) and P*(z) correspond to the cubic fold point for the full 'outer' problem (5.1a,b,d) in which the hole is now replaced by a certain singularity condition at r = 0. The condition (5.Id) also is replaced by a -^TT J Q u 2 rdr. Thus, to retain all the logarithmic corrections to the unperturbed cubic fold point parameters A c o and /?o, we avoid expanding the 'outer' solution in powers of -l/log[ed(«)].
The form of the singularity condition for the solution to (5.1a,b,d ) is found after constructing an infinite-order logarithmic expansion for the inner solution in the vicinity of the cooling rod. The far field behavior of this infinite-order expansion for the solution in the 'inner' region then yields the following singularity condition for (5.1a,b,d):
(6.4)
The constant A , which depends on a, ft and z is to be determined. Then the related problem is to determine the solution u* (r,a,P,z) Here z is a parameter. For fixed z, the sums A*(z) and /3*(^) are the values of A* and j3 at which the related problem (6.5) has a cubic fold point. To determine the location of this cubic fold point, we simply append the side constraints A* = A*^ = 0 to (6.5). We refer to the curves A* (z) and /3*(z), obtained from (6.5), as 'universal' curves since they can be used for a cooling rod of arbitrary shape centered at the origin. To determine numerical values for X*(z) and /?*(£) corresponding to a cooling rod of a certain size and shape, we need only evaluate the product z = ed{K). Thus we have formulated a hybrid asymptotic-numerical method which has the effect of summing the logarithmic series (5.24) for the cubic fold point parameters. We emphasize that our method to treat these logarithmic series completely circumvents having to first compute all the coefficients \ C i and j3i in (6.3). There are several advantages in solving the related problem (6.5) numerically rather than proceeding with a direct numerical attack on the full problem (5.1). Foremost is that, for a cooling rod of arbitrary cross-section centered at the origin, A*{z) and I5*(z) are obtained by solving a boundary-value problem for ordinary differential equations. For this geometry, the 'exact' values A c (e) and /3 c (e) can only be found by solving the partial differential equation (5.1). In addition, the curves \* c (z) and /?*(£) can be re-used for a different hole geometry or a different value of ft simply by re-computing a single constant d(/c). In contrast, once K or the hole geometry is changed in the full problem (5.1), the entire curves A c (e) and (3 c (e) must be re-computed by varying e. Finally, we observe that (5.1) and (6.1) become increasingly difficult to solve as e decreases. In contrast, after introducing the new variable v by u* = -^(?r 1 -logr)+?;, (6.6) \ogz the related problem (6.5) is not inherently stiff and can be easily solved for small values of e.
To solve the related problem, it is more convenient to parameterize (6.5) by A rather than a. Substituting (6.6) into (6.5a,b), we obtain 1 / (6.7a) v +-v' + A*F* 0 = 0, 0 < r < 1; v' 4-bv = 0, on r = 1, r v = A(l--) and t;'= 0, at r = 0.
Here we have defined F* 0 by
(6.7c)
Next we form the extended system for (6.7) by taking derivatives of (6.7) with respect to A. The cubic fold point for (6.7) is determined by appending the side constraints A^ = \* A A = 0 to this extended system. Then the resulting problem, which is not stiff for small values of e, is solved using COLSYS. explicitly for various K and hole shapes. In particular, consider an annular domain with inner radius e and with K -oo for which d(oo) = 1. Then in Table 7a we compare the results for /? c (e) obtained from the related problem (6.7), the full problem (6.1), and the two-or three-term expansions derived from (6.2). A similar comparison for A c (e) is shown in Table 7b . From these tables we conclude, in general, that the sums A*(e) and /?*(e) of the logarithmic series are a better determination of A c (e) and /3 c (e) than are the three-term expansions given in (6.2). However, we note that when e -.1259, the three-term expansion for A c (e) is in closer agreement to the numerical result for A c (e) than is A*(e), although this is probably fortuitous. e £00(6.1) which compared numerical results for (5.1) with the sum of a logarithmic series for a simple fold point, was done in [15] .
Three dimensions: spherical domain.
In the case of a spherical insulating pellet of radius e, the expansions of A c (e) and /? c (e) are given in Proposition 5.3. The coefficients A c i and /3i in these expansions are given in (5.28), in which the tensor Pij is given by Pij = Sij/2. In the case of a cooling pellet, the expansions of A c (e) and /? c (e) are given in Proposition 5.4, where the coefficients X^ and /3* are given in (5.33). These coefficients are independent of AC and of the shape of the cooling pellet.
In Table 8 we give numerical values for the coefficients in the expansions of A c (e) and /3 c (e) when a cooling pellet or a spherical insulating pellet is centered at the origin of a spherical domain. By combining the results in Table lb and Table 8 , the coefficients in the two-term expansions for A c (e) and /5 c (e) are known for various AC, 6 , and hole shapes. Suppose that a spherical insulating pellet of radius e is centered at the origin. Then for b -oo, in Table 9 we compare the two-term asymptotic result (5.29) for A c (e) and /? c (e) with corresponding numerical results obtained from the full problem (6.1). From this table we observe that the asymptotic results for A c (e) and /3 c (e) are within .27% of the corresponding numerical results even when e = .15.
Ac(e) 6.5 Now suppose that a spherical cooling pellet of radius e, with ft = oo, is centered at the origin. For this geometry, we have C -1. Then when b = oo, in Table 10 we compare the two-term results (5.34) with numerical results obtained from the full problem (6.1). The asymptotic results are not as good as for the case of an insulating pellet, but they are still within 5.6% of the numerical results even when e = .15. In Figure 4 we use the asymptotic result (5.34), and C(ft) = ft/(l + ft), to plot the curves A c (e) versus e for several values of ft. In this figure we also have shown selected numerical results for A c .(e) obtained from (6.1). From this figure we observe that when e < .10, the asymptotic result for A c (e) closely approximates that for the full problem over a wide range of hi. A similar agreement is found for /3 c (e). (A.1)
Here d n is the inward normal derivative to Di and Di contains the origin y = 0. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to star-shaped domains Di where Di = {y : r = \y\ < g(0)}. Here g(6) > 0 is a smooth 27r-periodic function and 0 is the polar angle. After transforming (A.l) to a bounded domain, the constant d(tt) was computed in [15] for elliptical and leaf-type domains whose boundaries are given by 
